
The Neglect of Christmas 
Everything that is really lovable can be hated; and there are undoubtedly people who hate 

Christmas. It is not difficult to divide them roughly according to their reasons for doing 

so. There are those, for instance, who hate what they call vulgarity and what is really 

mankind. There are those who dislike playing the fool, preferring to act the same part in a 

more serious spirit. There are those who cannot sit down to a steady meal because they 

have those insane American nerves which the Scriptural writer prophesied when he wrote 

(foreseeing the life of the rich Yankee): "There is no peace for the wicked." There are 

those who object to Waits- I never can imagine why. There are those who hate 

Christianity and call their hatred an all-embracing love for all religions. There are those 

(equally unchristian in their basic sentiment) who hate Paganism. They regret the Pagan 

quality in the Christian festival; which is simply regretting that Christianity satisfied the 

previous cravings of mankind. There are some who cannot or will not eat turkey and 

sausages. Of course if this is simply part of a private physical necessity, it may leave the 

soul still in a sound Christmas condition. But if it is part of a philosophy, it is part of a 

philosophy with which I disagree. I hold myself in a simple abstract position towards the 

vegetarian and towards the teetotaler. I can respect the thing as a regimen, but not as a 

religion. As long as the man abstains from low motives I can heartily sympathise with 

him. It is when he abstains from high motives that I hold him as a heretic. 

There are these people, then, who dislike Christmas, and no doubt they are very 

numerous. But even if they are the majority, they are still essentially mad. Christmas 

must certainly be delightful to the normal man- if he can be found. I need hardly point out 

to any readers of this paper so alphabetical a fact of philosophy as the fact that the normal 

does not mean merely the average. If there are only four men in the world, if one has 

broken his nose, another had his eye put out, if the third has a bald head, and the fourth 

has a wooden leg, it does not in the least affect the fact that the normal man, from whom 

they all by various accidents fall short, is a man with two eyes, two legs, natural hair and 

an unbroken nose. So it is with mental or moral normality. If you put round a table four 

of the most celebrated philosophers in modern Europe, no doubt you would find that each 

had his little abnormality. I do not say the modern philosopher would have a broken nose; 

though, if there were any spirit and courage in the modern populace he would get one fast 

enough. Let us say that he had a mental dislocation, his spiritual nose broken, and that 

some similar criticism applied to each of his three companions. One of them (let us say) 

might be so constituted that he could not see blotting-paper without bursting into tears. 

The second (the Prophet of the Will to Power) would be constitutionally afraid of rabbits. 

A third would be always expecting a visit from a nine-headed monkey. A fourth will 

expect the Superman. But precisely because all these insanities are different they leave 

untouched the idea of the central sanity from which they all fall away. The man who is 

mad on blotting-paper is sane on rabbits. The man who believes in a nine-headed monkey 

is not such a fool as to believe in the Superman. Even if there be no other men in the 

world but these four, there is still existent in idea the Normal Man of whom each is a 

variation or rather a violation. But I incline rather to think that the Normal Man does exist 

also in a physical and locateable sense. Hiding in some crazy attic from the fury of the 

populace (whose fiery faces fill the street below like a sea), barricaded against the 



madness of the mere majority of men, there lives somewhere the man whose name is 

Man. Wherever he is he is at one with himself, and the balance of his mind is like music. 

And wherever he is he is eating plum-pudding. 

As I walk down the street I admit that I can understand a sensitive person being a little 

bored, or at least a little bewildered, with the external displays of Christmas, the shop-

fronts full of sheafs and sheafs of incongruous Christmas cards or with children's toys 

that only madmen could make and only millionaires buy. One writer against Christmas 

went so far as to say that the shopkeepers for their own commercial purposes alone 

sustain Christmas Day. I am not sure whether he said that the shopkeepers invented 

Christmas day. Perhaps he thought that the shopkeepers invented Christianity. It is a 

quaint picture, the secret conclave between the cheesemonger, the poulterer, and the toy-

shop keeper, in order to draw up a theology that shall convert all Europe and sell some of 

their goods. Opponents of Christianity would believe anything except Christianity. That 

the shopkeepers make Christmas is about as conceivable as that the confectioners make 

children. It is about as sane as that milliners manufacture women. Still, as I have said, I 

can understand a man finding the common Christmas shows incomprehensible or 

tiresome. The Christmas cards especially sometimes reach the flattest and dreariest level 

of caddishness or cant. But this is simply because we leave Christmas symbolism so 

much in the automatic hands of hirelings. It is not because we feel too Christmassy, but 

because we do not feel Christmassy enough. All these hilarious human observances are in 

this respect in the same position: as long as they are enjoyed they are enjoyable; it is only 

when some priggish criticism is brought to bear on them that they become, in practice, 

prosaic and irritating. It is not the popular belief in them, but a popular disbelief in them 

that makes them a general nuissance. The opponents of ritual attack it on the ground that 

it becomes formal and hollow. So it does. But ritual only becomes formal and hollow 

where men are not sufficiently ritualistic. 

For instance, we may gaze reverently at a row of popular Christmas cards, and find them 

chiefly dependent upon some extraordinarily indirect and elephantine puns; puns that 

could not possibly have occurred jocularly or as jokes to any conceivable human fool. 

One, let us say, will exhibit a simple and unmistakeable picture of a hat. Attached to it 

wil be the cunning legend, "Wishing t(hat) you may have a happy Christmas." The word 

"hat," I may explain (lest the irony be at first too subtle), is contained in the word "that," 

and isolated from it by brackets. Or perhaps we see some other symbol. We may see, say, 

a realistic neck-tie or cravat, with the explanation that the inventor wishes you an en-tie-

erly happy New Year. Now the fact that I wish to point out about this kind of joke is, not 

that it is a bad joke, but that it is psychologically and in its nature not a joke at all. No 

man thought of it as a joke. The man who made it up did not burst into a yell of laughter, 

which is a test. Nothing is more pitiful (I need hardly say) than the cant objection to a 

man laughing at his own jokes. If a man may not laugh at his own jokes, at whose jokes 

may he laugh? May not an architect pray in his own cathedral? May he not (if he is any 

artist worth speaking of) be afraid of his own cathedral? But, as I say, these postcard puns 

are not jokes; they are not bad jokes. No man ever drew the breath of life, no man, 

however coarse, crapulous, vulgar, half-witted, partly insane- no man ever existed who 

tried to turn the word "that" into the word "hat" as a conversational witticism. There is 

nothing exuberant, nothing jolly about such a joke; rather it is a gloomy effort of 



intellectual subtlety. Happy people make bad jokes, but not that bad joke. Nobody would 

say it however happy he was. Noboudy would say it however drunk he was. It does not 

come, and cannot come, out of the sincere merry-makers of Christmas, however ignorant 

or silly or brutal they may happen to be. Only too obviously it comes out of the 

mechanical mind of persons whose only business it is to add such unbearable jests to 

such unmeaning pictures. Briefly, such frivolity does not come from the frivolous. It does 

not come from those who are allowed a holiday. It comes too evidently from those who 

are not allowed a holiday. It comes from those laborious unfortunates for whom 

Christmas is not Christmas. It is not a product of the observance of the Christmas spirit, 

but a product of its violation. 

As for the people who positively say, in so many words, that the inanity or heaviness of 

such heartless and headless jokes as these is only an example of the stupidity and 

ignorance of the common people, I don't know what to say to them, except to tell them to 

take the wool out of their ears. The man who can seriously believe that the lower classes 

are stupid in the matter of humour can never have even seen an omnibus, much less been 

on one. The man who can talk of "educating" the sense of humour of the poor must be 

one of those rare persons so firm (or so munificent) as never to have had a row with a 

cabman. The wit of the working classes is not only immeasurably superior to the 

lumbering jests of the Christmas cards; it is much superior, as literature, to the wit of the 

educated classes. If, therefore, anybody tells me that "wishing you an en-tie-erly happy 

Christmas" is put on the cards because it is the only fun ordinary people can comprehend, 

he tells me something which I simply know to be untrue. He might as well tell me that 

the neck-tie is put in the picture because it is the only thing they wear. No; the real 

neglect of Christmas silliness lies, as I have said, in the neglect of Christmas. If the 

ordinary people were making their own jokes to please themselves, they would be good 

jokes. As they are being made by paid people to please ordinary people, they are bad. It is 

often a mistake to go to specialists; but it is always a mistake to go to them for high 

spirits. 

The truth, I think, is, in this and many other matters, that public life is actually stupider 

than private life. The country is sown thick with little debating clubs in which the 

speaking is much brighter and more suggestive than the speaking in the House of 

Commons. In every street there are two or three people at least who tell their children far 

better impromptu fairy tales than the slush of sentimental imitations that fill so many 

magazines. And the great public celebration of Christmas, as it appears in jokes, songs, 

and pictures, is far below what is going on behind the nearest front door. 

 — G. K. Chesterton, "The Neglect of Christmas," The Illustrated London News, Jan. 13, 

1906. 


